CASE STUDY

Tech Mahindra
Empowers
Diamondlease to
Adopt Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI)

Overview

Client Background and Challenge

Diamondlease L.L.C, a member of the Al Habtoor
Group, was established in 1996 to offer
automotive rental and leasing solutions as an
alternative to owning and maintaining vehicles to
corporate and individual customers in UAE.
Diamondlease is an ISO 9001:2015 certified
company with a fleet of over 12,500
dealer-maintained vehicles. A pioneer in its field,
Diamondlease was the first local car rental firm
in the UAE to receive an ISO certification and has
proudly held the accreditation since 1999.
Diamondlease selected Tech Mahindra as its
preferred partner due to its proven expertise and
experience in implementing Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure (OCI). TechM helped
Diamondlease migrate their EBS along with the
car rental solution to OCI successfully leveraging
CAMEO Platform.

Faced with the challenge of aging infrastructure
impacting the performance of Oracle E-Business
Suite along with the niche custom solution for
automotive rentals, Diamondlease evaluated
various options and strengthened on OCI as the
choice to permanently resolve this issue. The
performance benefits of OCI adds value for
Diamondlease in this choice.
Tech Mahindra has been managing the Oracle EBS
applications for Diamondlease in this migration, as
a part of an OCI initiative and delivered a robust
environment. Leveraging the lift services offered by
Oracle along with a deep knowledge of business
processes that TechM carried, the EBS along with
complex car rental solution was successfully
migrated with comprehensive testing of the solution
ensuring the application availability across the
headquarters and the country-wide offices. Cloud
aligned modernization of enterprise-wide Oracle
(CAMEO) platform played a major role for the
successful OCI migration.

Our Approach and Solution
Scale up their business application availability while reducing the overall cost by adopting
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)
Tech Mahindra with its expertise and experience in OCI migration helps with a robust security and configuration. This is powered by Oracle to handle the security and compliance,
reducing audit duration and costs
Ease in integration with existing systems, both on-premise and cloud
Provides quicker and more predictable overall performance, better pricing and security, with
enhanced compatibility for enterprise workloads
Reduction in any disruption to business or downtime
Safeguarding the layers with built-in firewalls, DDoS, and encryption
Increased agility which adds capacity with speedy provisioning and clones EBS systems in
minutes providing high accessibility and resiliency

Business and Community Impact
Successfully adhered to the OCI lift and
shift activity within agreed timeline

Completion of migration with
EBS and custom rental solution

Completed the migration of
third-party integrations

Duly completed the necessary
pre-requisite patches mandatory
for OCI migration

Effectively interacted with Oracle
team for the smooth migration of
on-premise EBS to OCI

Successfully completed multiple
iterations for the successful OCI
lift and shift

To know more, reach us at top.marketing@techmahindra.com
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